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To go to chapters or projects, click on the
headings here, use the Bookmark links
(click on the icon at the top left of the
Adobe Reader window) or scroll through
the page Thumbnails (click on the icon
next to the Bookmarks).

Using this eb ook: tips
• Browse through this ebook by scrolling through the pages as
with any document, or by using the Adobe Reader Bookmarks (like
an interactive contents list) and page Thumbnails - they will take you
quickly to the chapter, project or page you need when you click on
that page or project in the list. These Bookmarks and Thumbnails are
activated by clicking on their icons (looking like tiny pages) at the top
left of your Adobe Reader window.
• The Contents list on page 3 is also interactive. Click on any of the
chapters in the list to go to that page.
• Use links to go directly to other pages within this ebook or to
web pages. Click on the links, shown in blue, eg: http://www.sewcurvy.
com If you click on the blue text it will take you to Julia Bremble's Sew
Curvy Corsets website, assuming you are connected to the Internet.
• So that you can quickly find the page you were last viewing, activate the 'Previous View' and 'Next View' buttons on your toolbar, to
act like the Back and Forward button on your Internet browser. Rightclick/Control-click the toolbar, go to More Tools and select these two
tools by clicking their boxes.
• Use the zoom tool to zoom in on close-up details in photographs,
and see the stitching greatly enlarged. Activate the 'Marquee zoom' to
drag a box around the area you want to enlarge.
• Print out pages for easy and portable reference. Each project gives
the page numbers for that project, so you know which pages to print
out. When printing out templates, make sure that you switch off any
'shrink to fit' or similar commands in your print dialogue box to avoid
changing the size of the templates. The pages print out well on A4 and
US Letter paper sizes.
•

Use the search facility to find specific words.

• To play a video, click on the image. Wait a few seconds for
it to start. A controller will appear underneath so that you can play/
start/stop etc. To close the video and go back to the pages, click on
the top right corner of the video screen.
• Copy the PDF file to your computer's hard disk, if you bought the
ebook on a disk – it will work faster from there.
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Introduction
The archetypal corset shape, the one everybody
thinks of when the word ‘corset’ is mentioned, is the
Victorian corset. It slims the waist while enhancing
the roundness of the bosom and the hips, creating
the classic hourglass shape to any figure, regardless
of size. This ebook is an illustrated guide to making
a Victorian style corset for fashion or costume. The
methods and materials are not exclusive to the period and can apply to other styles of corset, although
there are probably as many methods as there are
corsets. This is just the beginning.
You do not have to be an experienced seamstress. If
you are comfortable behind a sewing machine, have a
good working knowledge of basic sewing techniques
and can sew a straight line, you can build a corset. I
say 'build' because sewing is just part of the process.
There are pieces of hardware to be manipulated using tools that may be more at home in the garden
shed than the sewing room. But when all the parts
are assembled in the right order, the result will be
a stunning piece of wearable architecture that, with
care, will last and be admired for many years, perhaps
even generations!
Julia Bremble in her studio.
See overleaf for a video introduction by Julia
Corsetry will develop your sewing abilities very
quickly, and teach you to be patient, dextrous, organised and practical. It sounds a bit like a job interview!
My aim in writing this ebook (do read the helpful
Using this ebook: tips!) is to pass on the most practical methods of corset building knowledge, built up
through years of making corsets and researching the
subject in many different, and sometimes hard to find,
places. I hope you will find this a good beginner's
grounding, an intermediate's reference and a source
of inspiration. From here you can explore further
into more advanced territory.
				Julia Bremble
The archetypal corset shape is Victorian. It creates an
hourglass shape by compressing the waist while enhancing
the roundness of bosom and hip
5

introduction

video: introduction by julia bremble

why make a corset?
Contrary to popular belief, corsets are not bad for
you. They are not painful or uncomfortable to wear,
do not squeeze your intestines out of shape, or cause
bodily damage. Today, they are essentially a fashion
item with benefits. As long as one is sensible, there is
no cause for concern. Think of a corset in the same
way you would think of a pair of ‘killer heels’. Such
heels hurt if you wear them for too long, and a corset
hurts if you lace it too tight, but both make you feel
GREAT by enhancing your shape and posture. They
make you stand straight and therefore tall.
Mid-bust and under-bust corsets were popular in the
Victorian era so patterns for these styles are easy
to find. Modern overbust corsets provide more of a
fitting challenge, and patterns that go right over the
bust are scarce. There is nothing like a waist cincher,
or ‘waspie’ (a shorter version of the underbust), for
achieving a flawless hourglass shape underneath a
Corsetry will quickly develop your sewing abilities
6

introduction
The only limit is your
imagination. This
multi layer corset has
silver rubber fabric
over coutil

dress. Whichever style you choose, a properly fitted
corset is totally smooth between corset and flesh.
This is why 'traditional' corsetry is preferred by fashion designers, celebrities and brides.

Making a corset is fun. Let your imagination run wild
by adding feathers or bows, beads or sparkle. Make
your corset as plain or as fabulous as you like, and
tailor it to a specific outfit or occasion. Wear it with
jeans, a skirt, dress, or trousers. Use one as underwear or keep it strictly in the bedroom.

However, there is a catch. The only way to guarantee
a comfortable and professional fit is to wear a corset
that has been hand made to your own measurements
using high quality components; in other words, a bespoke corset, which is very expensive. Certainly a bespoke corset is beyond the pocket of many people so
the only way to achieve the fit and comfort of such a
garment is to make one yourself. Happily, unlike many
items of couture clothing, making a corset isn’t as difficult as first it may seem!

In short, a corset is sexy, versatile, funky, fun and timeless. I can almost guarantee that once you get started,
you will soon become addicted. If you have any difficulty finding materials or supplies, just contact me at
Sew Curvy Corsetry:

www. sewcurvy.com
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brief history
With the invention of elastic, the 1920s
saw stiff boned corsets replaced by softer girdles and bras, which were strategically boned with thin spiral wires. In the
40s and 50s, the non-elasticated corset
made a brief comeback in the form of the
'waspie' used to create the tiny waist for
Dior’s ‘New Look’ fashions of the time.
Our attachment to corset technology remains strong today. It is frequently used
in the world of haute couture and on the
catwalk. And the corset has become fashionable as outerwear once again in subcultures such as fetish, goth, steampunk,
and burlesque.
Corsetry has become fashionable
as outerwear

By the 1950s, stays were made from elasticated net

10

How a Corset Works
To make a successful corset, it helps
to know how the corset works, both
in relation to the body, and as a pattern. In most dressmaking and tailoring projects, a 'wearing ease' is added
to the pattern to give space between
the body and the garment. As a result,
the wearer can move comfortably
without feeling restricted, and there
is no straining on the fabric.
In contrast, a corset shapes by compression. It has ‘negative ease’, i.e. it
is smaller than the wearer's body in
order to restrict. When made properly, a corset actually gains strength
from the even and constant pressure
exerted by the restricted body inside.
In spite of this restriction, a corset
should not cause pain by pinching or
putting strain on the wrong parts of
the body. The skilled corsetière understands the pressure points of the
body, and how these and the corset
will interact for the best looking and
most comfortable result, bearing fully
in mind the particular physical attributes of each wearer. Even a small
amount of knowledge of traditional
flat pattern cutting will help when
making and fitting a corset.
Because a corset is worn immediately
next to the skin, your choice of fab- A well made corset should be smooth, without any wrinkles and should not
cause pain by pinching or putting strain on the wrong part of the body
ric is very important. Synthetic fibres
clasped around your torso will soon
become sweaty, uncomfortable, dirty and smelly. Nat- attempt a reduction of more than 7.5–10cm (3–4in)
ural fibres are best because they ‘breathe’ and, pref- until your body is accustomed to regular corsetting.
erably, wick the moisture away from the body.
When constructing a corset, from your own or a
Like many things, the look and feel of a corset is a commercial pattern, the most important, complipersonal preference. Some people like a light control, cated, and difficult procedure is fitting. You must deothers like a very constricted tightlaced effect. Note termine the horizontal circumference of certain key
that it takes years of training by a corset wearer to points on the torso, the precise vertical measureachieve serious tightlacing, where more than 10– ments and where they are, the desired waist size, and
13cm (4–5in) is taken off the natural waist size. Don't the finished ‘look’. There is no magic formula for this
11

Essential Tools

Before starting make sure you have all the required tools to hand.There
are some quite challenging aspects to corsetry, which are difficult, if
not impossible, without the right implements. Here is a list of the basic
tools you need. Detailed instructions on how to use them appear in the
following chapters.

Measuring tools: tape measure,
French curve/ruler, seam gauge tools

measuring tools
Good measuring tools are a must There are no half measures in corsetry. Everything must be absolutely precise. Just a few millimetres ‘out’
and the whole corset will change.
• Tape measure, for measuring your body.
• Clear ruler, preferably a grader's set square, a fashion curve with
straight edge, or a straight quilter's ruler. This is for measuring precise
distances on your pattern if you need to, such as when making alterations or adjustments. Also for cutting accurate bias strips from fabric if
you wish to ‘self bind’ your corset or make your own boning tape.
• Seam gauge, for measuring small precise distances
Suitable hand and machine needles
14

Fabr ication

Make your corset as flirty, arty, complicated, plain or simply elegant as you wish. No two corsets that you make
for yourself will be the same because you will build your
skills as you make each one, and as you work
you will have a thousand different ideas for your
next creation.The many different fabrics, colours
and textures to choose from does allow the imagination to run riot – there really are no limits!
Medium weight silks, taffeta and suiting fabrics
are particularly gorgeous options.
However, because corsets have metal components and are designed to be placed under a
considerable amount of strain, we need to think
carefully about the fabrics we use and how we
treat them. With the exception of very soft,
floaty and sheer fabrics, such as chiffon and some
types of organza, there are few fabrics that are
entirely unsuitable because most fabrics can be
strengthened as described in this chapter.

36

Medium weight silk dupion and taffeta and
(below) suiting fabric, often used in corsetry

Fabrication
Linings
A corset does not have to be lined, but a lining serves
a number of purposes. It makes the inside of the corset look nice and smooth. Also, depending on the
fabric used, it can wick away moisture from the skin,
making the corset much more comfortable to wear,
especially in warm conditions.
Corset linings can be part of the corset itself, joined
onto the corset at all seams. Or, they can be ‘floating’, which means that they only join the corset at
the edges, giving a lovely smooth finish on the inside (preferable when wearing the corset next to the
skin). Any light/medium fabric can be used as a fabric lining, the most popular being soft quilting-weight
cotton or linen.
Fashion fabric, turn of cloth and roll pinning
When fashion fabric is used as the outer layer of the
corset in partnership with coutil or another strong,
close woven fabric, it must be attached to the strength
layer either by bonding or by a process called ‘roll
pinning’, because of an issue called 'turn of cloth'.
Most corset instruction books and patterns do not
mention roll pinning or turn of cloth, but it is of the
upmost importance if you want to achieve a smooth
and long lasting finish. In corsetry, turn of cloth is
built in after all of the fabric pieces are cut and before
the corset is assembled.
To demonstrate turn of cloth and the reason for roll
pinning, take two rectangles of fabric, about 13 × 15cm Although this corset is beautiful it has not had a turn of
cloth allowance built in. You can clearly see puckering
(6 × 5in). One should be a stiff fabric (coutil or drill)
the other a softer fabric (silk or light cotton). Place underneath the silk over the hip, where the coutil strength
layer is straining against the silk outer layer
these rectangles together with the light fabric on top
on top, and sew along both long edges. Now fold the
stitched edges under by 1.5cm (½in), stitch down top fabric has become smaller than the bottom fabric
again, and press the piece flat.
where you have folded over the edges. In the finished
corset this causes unsightly ridges in the coutil.
You will notice that it will not press flat. No amount
of smoothing or ironing will persuade your little To prevent this happening, we incorporate turn of
rectangle to lie flat, and, if you get the outside (soft cloth, using the roll pinning technique. On the next
fabric) to look smooth, you will notice that the stiff pages is a step by step guide to horizontal roll pinning
fabric on the underside puckers. This is because the your corset pieces before they are sewn together.
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sewing techniques

bone casings and channels
The minimum requirement of a corset is to have
boning channels at every seam. The channels can be
formed in different ways. The most popular methods
are: using the seam allowances to make channels, adding boning tape casings on the inside, adding decorative boning casings on the outside, or ‘sandwiching’
the channels through all layers of a corset (when the
corset has 2 or more layers). When stitching bone
casings, you must always work in only one direction.
If you sew from opposite ends you may end up with
unsightly ruching and wrinkling.

See: Boning, Working with bones, Channels, tapes,
ribbon, binding and laces, Seams.
Sandwiched bone channels
This is the easiest way to sew boning channels into
your corset, but it cannot be used on a single layer
corset. Quite simply, you stitch appropriately sized
channels through two or more layers of your corset
fabric once the corset is assembled. It helps to know
the exact dimensions of your presser feet or employ
the help of a quilting bar.

These external boning channels are made of a shiny version of the
matt fabric used for the corset panels
52

sewing techniques

Embellishments

The green corset has black lace appliqué motif and black
flossing at the bottom of the bone channels. The white
Once your corset is bound at the top and bottom corset has a lace trim attached to the binding, plus gold
edges, you can then decorate it further with lace, flossing with rhinestones. On the black panels are samples
feathers, rhinestones, or whatever takes your fancy. of flossing stitches in different colours. Also shown are some
Or you can leave it plain. There are no rules. Some- gold ribbon and a matching bow
times a particular trim requires insertion before sewing down the binding, but that is an individual case for ment depends on the type of trim chosen and the
assessment as appropriate. In most cases, embellish- desired look and feel of the garment. However, it is
ing your corset offers the opportunity for ‘hand fin- almost always necessary to sew this part by hand.
ishing’, one of the features that will set it apart from
a garment that is ‘off the peg’ or ‘ready to wear’.
Lace overlays and motifs
Braid, ribbon and beaded trims
If the binding is not a particular feature of your corset, you may wish to sew a braid, ribbon, feathers or
beaded trim to the regular binding. Again, this is very
much a personal choice and the method of attach-

A lace overlay can be sewn over all or some of your
fashion fabric pieces before the corset is assembled.
Or you can use lace ‘motifs’ or edging attached to
your corset as a binding trim or an applique, whatever suits your lace. This is usually sewn on using a
tiny stab or fell stitch every few millimetres.
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Making a Corset
In this chapter we go through the process of making
three actual corsets from start to finish, using some
of the techniques, tool and materials outlined in previous chapters. I explain how to put all the components together in the right order, and how keep your
work organised so the whole process is as easy as
possible for beginners. There are links to relevant information in earlier sections of this ebook.

original style and proportions. It has a built-in waist
reduction of 7.5cm (3in). To buy the pattern, go to:
http://www.trulyvictorian.com/

I have based these corsets on the popular ‘TV110’
corset pattern which is made by Truly Victorian but
the techniques and methods are good for any Victorian-style corset pattern.

TV110 has 6 pattern pieces, fairly standard in Victorian corsetry. The instructions given in the pattern envelope make a double layered corset (like the White
Coutil Corset). However, for the Red Silk Corset I
have converted the instructions to make a single layer
corset, by adding facings at the back and front. I have
also added a front modesty panel to both versions.

A quick reference ‘worksheet’ is included for each
project. Use this while you work to keep yourself
organised and focussed. The sheets can be printed
off, and/or copied and customised for other projects.

The TV110 pattern is from an original pattern published in ladies' magazines around the year 1886. Truly Victorian have modified it to incorporate modern
figure characteristics (and cup sizes) but it retains its See over for an image of the TV110 pattern.

The TV110 corset from Truly Victorian
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making a corset

making a single layer corset:
the red silk corset
Here we are making a single layer corset using fashion fabric (silk) flatlined to a coutil layer. This is a basic method of corset construction. (For a more basic construction, you could use just coutil without a
fashion fabric, in which case simply ignore the parts
of these instructions that deal with the silk, and follow Worksheet 1.)
Facings are added to the pattern because this is essentially a single layer method so there is no lining.
Bone casings are sewn to the inside of the corset
over the seams and stitched through all layers (the
silk is too delicate to take bones sandwiched between it and the coutil).
The instructions here assume that you have made a
toile of the corset beforehand, to ascertain fit and
alter the pattern if necessary.
Print out Worksheet 2. Use it to organise your work.
Tracing and altering the pattern
Ascertain your size from the pattern envelope, trace
the pattern pieces accordingly then add the extra
pieces (facings and front modesty panel) required to
make the corset into a single layer construction.
To make the front and back facings, cut 4 rectangular
pieces of fashion fabric and coutil (8 pieces in total)
on the straight grain. The rectangles should be the
same length as the centre front/centre back edges
of the corset, and 70cm (27½in) wide. This includes
seam allowances. For the front modesty panel, cut a
piece 3.5cm (approx 1½in) wide, and the same length
as the centre front/centre back edges of the corset
(see instructions on busk insertion).

The single layer corset, made of red silk flatlined to coutil

Make a toile from calico or other cheap but sturdy
fabric. Fit your toile and note any fitting issues. Confirm that any extra bone channels are in the right
If you are making one of the larger sizes, you may places. Mark any alterations on both your master
need extra bone channels running down the centre pattern and your traced pattern.When you are absoof pieces 3, 4 and 5 (the widest pieces). Mark them lutely happy with the fit, and have made adjustments
on the pattern perpendicular to the waist line.
if necessary, it is time to cut and mark the fabric.
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End Notes
If I could convey only one piece of knowledge
about the art of corsetry, it would be that corset making is very much an individual's journey.
All corset makers – professional or otherwise
– have their own ways of doing things, developed through their particular experience and
knowledge.
No two corset makers work in the same way,
or use all the same techniques. It isn’t about
‘competition’; it’s simply about what works
best for the makers and their products. There
are no rules, only guides.
Be inspired by others, but never be afraid to
explore and experiment. Use my favourite resources given here to expand your horizons!

books for techniques and inspiration
Corsets and Crinolines, Norah Waugh (Routledge, 1954)
Waisted Efforts: An Illustrated Guide to Corset Making, Robert Doyle (Sartorial Press, 1997)
Corsets: A Cultural History, Valerie Steele (Yale University press, 2003)
Corsets: Historic Patterns & Techniques, Jill Salen (Batsford, 2008)
Pattern Cutting for Lingerie, Beachwear and Leisurewear, Ann Hagar (John Wiley, 2004)
Corsets: A Modern Girl’s Guide, Velda Lauder (A & C Black, 2010)
Underwear Fashion in Detail, Eleri Lynn (V&A, 2010)
Foundations of Fashion,The Symington Corsetry Collection, 1860–1990, Phillip Warren (Leicestershire Museums, 2001)
The Fashionable Lady in the 19th Century, Charles H Gibbs-Smith (V&A, 1960)
Forties Fashion and the New Look, Colin McDowell (Bloomsbury, 1997)
Bound to Please: A history of the Victorian Corset, Leigh Summers (Berg, 2001)
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